The aim of this multi-institutional study was to identify predictors of residual high-grade (HG) disease at re-transurethral resection (reTUR) in a large cohort of primary T1 HG/Grade 3 (G3) bladder cancer patients. A total of 1155 patients with primary T1 HG/G3 bladder cancer from 13 academic institutions that underwent a reTUR within 6 weeks after first TUR were evaluated. Logistic regression analysis was performed to assess the association of predictive factors with residual HG at reTUR. 
Introduction
Transurethral resection of bladder tumor (TUR) is considered the gold standard for the management of non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC), followed by adjuvant intravesical therapy according to risk stratification [1, 2] . A repeat TUR (reTUR) is now considered an essential step to obtain complete tumor resection and appropriate staging in T1 stage disease [3] .
Most national and international guidelines recommend reTUR [1] , mainly due to high prevalence of residual tumor found after reTUR and its clinical implications [4] . Nevertheless, controversy on the topic still exists as some argued that reTUR may not be needed when an adequate first TUR has been performed [5] .
The aim of this multi-institutional study was to identify predictors of residual high-grade (HG) disease at reTUR in a large cohort of primary T1 HG/Grade 3(G3) NMIBC patients.
Material and Methods

Patient selection and data collection
Institutional-review-board approval was obtained in each institution. Inclusion criteria were established before data collection: (1) pathological T1 HG/G3 confirmed after first TUR; (2) a reTUR performed within 4 to 6 weeks after a complete first TUR (defined by confirmed presence of muscularis propria on pathology); (3) pretreatment NLR available prior to TUR; (4) history of smoking status and BMI.
Patients with systemic diseases that could interfere with NLR at the time of TUR (such as leukemia, lymphoma, chronic inflammatory diseases, or autoimmune diseases) were excluded. BMI was defined as the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters (kg/m 2 ), and was categorized in underweight (<18.5 kg/m 2 ), normal weight (18.5-24 .99 kg/m 2 ), overweight (25-29.99 kg/m 2 ) and obese (≥30 kg/m 2 ) according to the International Classification of adult underweight, overweight and obesity according to BMI [6] .
A total of 1155 HGT1 NMIBC consecutive [7] . Protocol of reTUR included tumor scar and base resection, together with the bladder neck (for CIS) and red bladder patches. ReTUR was generally performed by the same urologist who performed the first TUR of bladder tumor [8] .
Statistical analysis
Associations of T1 HG/G3 at reTUR with categorical variables were assessed using χ2 tests while differences in continuous variables were analyzed using t test after assessing normality of the distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov). Logistic regression analysis was performed to assess the association of several predictive factors (age, gender, smoking status, size, multifocality, concomitant CIS, NLR, and BMI) with residual HG at reTUR. All p values were two-sided, and statistical significance was defined as a p < 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using Stata 11.0 statistical software (Stata Corp., College Station, TX, USA).
Results
Association of HG/G3 at reTUR with clinic and pathological characteristics
Residual HG disease was found in 288 (24.9%) of patients after reTUR. Patients with residual HG disease at reTUR were more likely to have concomitant Carcinoma in Situ (CIS) at first resection (20.1% vs. 11.3%, p<0.001), multiple tumors (50.4% vs. 42.8%, p=0.02), and tumor size larger than 3 cm (70.5% vs. 62.7%, p=0.01) and increased pre-treatment (prior to initial TUR) neutrophil-to-lymphocytes ratio (NLR) (57.3% vs. 47.8%, p=0.006). In terms of body mass index (BMI) stratification, overweight and obese patients were more likely to have residual HG disease at reTUR (p<0.001, Table 1 ).
Predictive factors for residual HG disease at reTUR
On univariable analysis, predictive factors for residual HG disease at reTUR were size>3 cm (OR 
Discussion
We showed that residual HG disease at re-TUR was reported in one out of four patients with initial T1HG NMIBC. It was associated with worse clinical characteristics such as increased BMI and increased pretreatment NLR and worse pathological features such as multifocality, tumor size >3 cm and presence of concomitant CIS at first TUR in a cohort of patients with primary T1 HG/G3 NMIBC. Moreover, independent predictors for residual HG disease at reTUR were size >3 cm, presence of concomitant CIS and BMI >=25 kg/m 2 .
In a mono-center study, multiplicity, T1 and HG in the initial TUR were shown to be independent risk factors for residual tumors at reTUR [9] . In another study that included 179 patients with NMIBC, a high risk of recurrence according to the EAU risk score classification at the initial TUR and multifocality were associated with higher rates of residual tumor [10] .
In our retrospective study, we showed that in patients wth high-risk tumors (i.e. HGT1), BMI may contribute to identify patients that could have residual HG disease at reTUR.
Certainly, a complete and correctly performed TUR is essential to achieve good prognosis as the residual tumor rate at reTUR can be as high as 47% (95% CI: 0.41-0.53) [11] . Re-TURBT is indicated and should be routinely performed in T1 NMIBC also to reduce the risk of under-staging and missing MIBC [3] . The presence of a high-risk cancer at first TUR was shown to be an independent risk factor for residual disease at reTUR in several studies [10, 12] . Similarly, concomitant CIS also significantly correlated with incidence of residual tumor in a prospective study that included 52 patients, while the absence of muscularis propria in the primary TUR specimen was associated with upstaging to MIBC [13] . In our cohort, one of the inclusion criteria was the presence of muscle tissue at the first TUR. Takaoka et al. showed that CIS was also a risk factor for residual tumors at reTUR in a cohort that included HGT1 patients [14] .Tumor multiplicity at the first resection was found to be an independent risk factor for stage pT1 or worse tumor at re-TUR in a multi-institutional study that included Japanese patients [15] . Moreover, one study that included 188 African patients with T1 NMIBC found that male gender along with multifocality are risk factors for residual tumors at reTUR [16] .
Liu et al. found out that patients with altered p53 and E-cadherin expression were more likely to have residual tumors [17] . Lodde et al found that a positive cytology prior to second TUR was associated with positive re-TUR [18] .
One recently published meta-analysis showed a nonlinear positive relationship between BMI and BC risk, with a a 5 kg/m 2 increment of BMI being associated with a 3.1 % increase of bladder cancer risk [19] . Patients diagnosed with clinical HGT1 urothelial carcinoma of the bladder who are obese have worse cancer specific outcomes compared to their non-obese counterparts [20] . To our knowledge, the study presented here is the first that shows that increased BMI is associated with residual HG disease after a complete TUR. Although the potential etiopathogenetic association with obesity is intriguing, we acknowledge that this finding may be due to the difficulty of transurethral resection in case of overweight and obese patients, as was shown also in case of transurethral resection of the prostate [21] .
A higher NLR was reported to be associated with T1 vs. Ta tumors tumor stage at the time of TUR (mean 3.9 vs. 2.5) [22] .In our cohort, NLR was a predictor of residual HG disease at reTUR at univariable analysis but did not retain its significance at multivariable analysis. Indeed, in T1 vs. Ta NMIBC inflammatory markers levels are higher, and associated with progression [23] and recurrence [24] . These findings have also been replicated in patients with MIBC [25, 26] . However, prospectively collected data showed that pretreatment NLR was not associated with overall survival in MIBC patients after radical cystectomy, which is consistent with our findings [27] .
The limitations of the present study are those typical of retrospective studies, including the presence of a selection bias, as well as heterogenous surgeon expertise and surgical technique. Furthermore, patients were not assessed for consumption of steroids, presence of infection or thromboembolism, which may affect NLR, nor were tumor location and lymph-vascular invasion included in the multivariable analysis. Despite these limitations, we believe that our study provides evidence indicating a potential association between obesity and risk of residual disease after TUR, which should be further explored in order to assess its potential practical clinical implications as well as its etiopathogenetic basis.
Conclusion
Re-TURBT should be routinely performed in T1 NMIBC to reduce the risk of under-staging and missing MIBC. A re-TUR in high grade T1 bladder cancer is mandatory considering that about 25% of patients present residual high grade disease. Independent predictors to identify patients at risk of residual high grade disease after a complete TUR are tumor size, presence of carcinoma in situ, and BMI >=25 kg/m 2 .
